
High Paying CT in the South of England - Free Accommodation 

 

I hope you are well? 

A Hospital on the South Coast is looking for a full time CT 

radiographer to start ASAP ideally, but could consider waiting 

for the right person. 

They pay a high Hourly rate and can offer free 

accommodation, as well as full time hours in an ongoing role. 

Would you like to be put forward for this role? 

 

-----------//---------- 

Locum CT Radiographer Needed in Tunbridge Wells 

 

I hope all is well? I have a CT role starting ASAP in Tunbridge 

Wells consisting of 3 x 12 hour days (flexible on which ones). 

The department have Toshiba/Canon scanners and the role will 

be ongoing. The hourly rate will be £30.00 (Umbrella 

equivalent) although the Trust utilises a DE payment system. 

If you are interested in this email please reply to this email 

and I will call to discuss further. 

Kind regards, 

 

-----///-------- 

 

 

 

 



 

4 Radiographer Opportunities in Jersey 

We have 4 fantastic opportunities for Experienced and Dynamic Radiographers to 

join the Imaging team on the beautiful island of Jersey. 

The roles that are available are listed below: 

  

•         2 MRI Radiographers – Start date 24th May for 3-6 months with a view to extend 

The applicants should be able to scan, all MSK work, Neuro & Abdominal Imaging. Breast 

and whole body scanning would be advantageous 

  

•         General Radiographer – Start date ASAP for 3 months with a view to extend 

General Radiographer required 

  

•         Radiology Manager & Radiation Protection Officer – Start date May for 6 months with 

a view to extend 

Qualified and HCPC registered Radiographer  - Operational manager working at senior level 

– Must have 5 years’ experience 

  

-          The self-isolation period is 10 days and is mandatory even if you have been vaccinated 

-          Jersey pay for the flight from the UK, hotel reservation and 7.5 hours per day of 

isolation only on a Mon-Fri basis 

-          Expenses are not paid for (taxi from airport etc) 

-          The isolation period is paid 7.5 hours per day as instructed above 

-          This position does not require a car therefore parking will not be permitted 

-          The accommodation is funded by the department, the candidate will only be 

responsible for bills such as telephone usage 

  

If you are looking for your next adventure, please contact Aaron Seth on 01908 

326205 or Aaron.Seth@TXMHealthcare.co.uk  

  

Look forward to hearing from you. 

  

mailto:Aaron.Seth@TXMHealthcare.co.uk


Many Thanks 

 

 


